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weve taken the inspiration from our professional users to offer scratch live, the only cross-application audio, midi, and fx plug-in. scratch live has it all. with a
standard interface designed for easy operation, scratch live is dynamic and easy to use. create, remix, and perform with track-based audio, midi, and fx plug-ins in
just one application. control your studio and perform directly from a single panel to produce all your music-including live sets and dj mixes from multiple
applications. the scratch pro 5.2 version includes many new features, including integrated fx tools for pro audio and/or musical performance in real-time. for
example, effects such as granular, analog, phaser, distortion, chorus, flanger, reverb, delay, and eq can be accessed from a single panel to create cross-
applications, extend applications into new areas, or even perform live from scratch live. new scratch live fx features like the fx editor and fx plugins have been
updated to be more effective and intuitive. the piano roll feature helps you to perform direct from the grid and adjust the instrument with one click using the piano
roll or the volume. a sophisticated midi mapping feature adds flexibility with complete access to your encore or other midi applications, including any midi
controllers. along with an improved track layout, other enhancements include resizable and color-coded mix view windows, and smart fx grouping and
arrangement. a live view allows the user to view the mix in real-time, while the pegged view shows the hosts main mix and the incoming mix that has not yet been
assigned to tracks. in addition, the reach record application has been improved, allowing efficient track-to-track cueing and loop-based sample-and-cue transitions.
overall, the new features and capabilities of version 5.2 are designed to help users get faster results and music on the fly, whether theyre djing, mixing, making
studio recordings, or simply simply going about their day to day tasks.
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your users will love the streamlined view that sets your mixer faders and panels side-by-side. view it as youd see it in the dj console or in a standard recording
console. whether youre using the desktop app or the web app, your center view is the same, so your users will always be able to quickly reassemble their mix. and

when you need to go back to your standard view, toggle it from either side of the app. the id3-tag editor lets you input, view, and save all of the necessary
information for your music files, including artist, title, album, track, genre, year, and more. and now studio one lets you keep track of the instrument mix without
having to open up studio one. simply create a list of your favorite instruments, or group them together for even easier organization. you can easily create a track

that automatically loads your selected instruments, or add instrument tracks to the cue list for fast and easy automations. once youve added and saved your list of
music to your library, youre all set to work! the powerful mixer provides hardware control of its mixer faders and pan settings. pan does not apply to individual

instrument channels, but rather to a large mixing or music effects surface area like the entire instrument rack. pan allows you to adjust your mixer faders in
multiple directions to maximize the flexibility of how you mix your music, and enables you to use your mixing console with a greater range of sound colors. use the
mixer controls to mute tracks, adjust your headphone volume, balance your speakers, or control your floor monitor without having to use the main mixer window.
when adjusting pan settings, there is no “hard panning” which is detrimental to most dj mixes. track volumes are still controlled by the master track fader, and the

ability to increase the volume of non-master tracks is respected. in the mixer, there is no limit to the number of tracks you can mix. the master track fader will
control only the volume of that track, and the other tracks will follow the master track level independent of the master level. 5ec8ef588b
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